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Outsmarting the Lords of Death:
An Amerindian Cognitive Script in Comics
Arij Ouweneel

Rhode Montijo’s little Pablo in Pablo’s Inferno (USA, 1999–2000) travels the
different levels of the Aztec Underworld guided by the Aztec god Quetzal,
discovering his lost Mexica (or: Aztec) heritage. For Jorge Santos, the journey questions the established vision on the Colonial Divide, this “troubling
binary that pits European/Catholic and Indigenous/Aztec cultural heritages
against one another in the context of Mexican American resistance to cultural
assimilation” (Santos 3). Santos notes that Pablo and Quetzal explore a kind
of Anzaldúan “new mestiza consciousness” (Anzaldúa 99–113) that integrates
elements from both sides of the Divide, but without truly building bridges
between these two very antagonistic positions; repetitively including rather
than excluding. This crosspollenization (Anzaldúa 99) is an activity that the
Nahuas understand as nepantla or torn between ways and placed outside
them at the same time. The Bolivian sociologist Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui
speaks of ch’ixi, an Aymara word pointing at a similar type of in-betweenness
and outsideness (Gago 13). Of course, Pablo’s quest is for his lost or inarticulate
nepantla-ch’ixi identity.
The psychologist David Moshman says: “An identity is an explicit theory of
oneself as a person” (4). A theory as a body of knowledge is built with building stones called cognitive schemas (among others: Arbib and Hesse 42–62;
Ouweneel, Freudian Fadeout 217–24, and, Resilient Memories 6–11, 19–20; Shore
24, and passim; Solso 223–58). Cognitive schemas contain all our encoded knowledge of the world, of our body, our self and others, and they motor our actions,
performances, behaviors, and responses to the world around us. The activation
of cognitive schemas works outside of consciousness and fills therefore the content of our unconscious (memory). This unconscious is open and not closed
off or “repressed,” as the followers of Sigmund Freud would have it (Ouweneel,
Freudian Fadeout, and Resilient Memories). There are many types of cognitive
127
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schemas. Any human being works with thousands and thousands of specific “special-purpose” cognitive schemas. Some of them are very tiny—a mailbox schema,
for example—whereas others may have enormous dimensions. The latter should
not discourage us. As political scientist Katja Michalak summarizes: “Examples of
schemata include rubrics, social roles, stereotypes, and worldviews” (VII, 2362).
All this means that “identity” is the sum of one’s cognitive schemas.
Usually, our cognitive schemas are based on personal or social experiences—
by learning in daily life, deduction, and the interpretation of the senses—or by
experiences shared with others, told to us in stories. We also learn from printed
work, still images, and moving images on the silver screen, television screens,
and computer screens. This includes fiction. In fact, fiction can be understood as
the mind’s flight simulator (Oatley, Mar, and Djikic). Fiction transports us into
simulations of situations we may normally not be, including unnatural dangers,
in order to allow us this way to think them through and how to respond to
them. This is why ideas, values, and behavioral and conversational solutions
presented in stories, books, films, and comics root in our brains as potential
simulations to influence behavior. For example, violent and frightening films
help us manage danger by thinking about it; by improving the “fear schemas,”
which means for example developing better survival skills. In short, because
cognitive schemas are encoded to be used in real life, their basic building stones
are information for doing things. Therefore, humans dive into narratives; we are
hardwired to be transported into storyworlds.
Also building an explicit theory of oneself as a person rests on encoded
scripts, simulations, stereotypes, attitudes, and other schemas. Both Pablo’s
idea to start his quest and the conclusion he reached could be encoded in the
brain of the reader of Pablo’s Inferno as a personal Cognitive Identity Schema. It
would usually include simulations of cognitive scripts of how to deal with certain situations. This means that the actions and doings—or passivity—of protagonists in stories can be analyzed as clues to such simulations. In fact, because
reading comics and “decoding” them may reveal schemas, scholars should use
this feature of our thinking. Among many, many possible cognitive schemas to
be identified in comics, this chapter is about one quintessentially Amerindian
cognitive schema that can be decoded from a series of Latin American comics:
the simulations that point at the Outsmarting Schema. In what follows I try
to demonstrate that the actions of the protagonists in a small corpus of Latin
American comics may create simulations about escaping the Underworld by
outsmarting the Lords of that Underworld. These simulations suggest that the
Underworld for the Aztecs, the Maya, or the Amerindians in general is similar
to what the Europeans and the Christians understand as Purgatory and that
the protagonists in comics may serve as its memory device. Stories taking place
in the Underworld, Hell, or Purgatory may be, as the historian Davíd Carrasco
reiterates, “meaningful ways of overcoming death in symbolic and psychological
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ways” (Carrasco 140). However, I believe that they are basically about creating
simulation scripts to deal with daily life in the Upperworld.
The choice for the word “Amerindian” requires some clarification.
Because Schema Theory is not a personality theory, I will not look at who is
Amerindian—authors, artists, characters—but what is: actions, performances,
behaviors, and responses to the world around us. It is here that we may map
Pablo’s quest, for example: What doings can we recognize in comics written by
authors interested in the in-betweenness and outsideness of the nepantla / ch’ixi
(or of cholificación, as this is called in Peru; see Ouweneel, Resilient Memories
209, 220, 234–38), Latin American indigeneity, and mestizaje in general?
The focus of this chapter is not on the work of Indigenous creators but on
indigeneity in cultural products as discussed by Arturo Aldama mentioned in
the introduction to this volume. As we all know, the Europeans wounded the
peoples of the world deeply, but, as Frederick Luis Aldama writes above: “From
these violent wounds we have survived. We are mestizos. We are Mexipinos. We
are Asiatic and Indigenous admixtures. We are Canadian métis. We are Taíno,
African, Latinx métissage. And from these wondrous new spaces we have been
able (against the odds) to create dynamic, syncretistic cultural phenomena,
comics included.” This sounds like a transnational mnemonic community. We
may call it “Indigenous” of course, but I met many Andeans and Maya who
genuinely did not like the word; they saw it as excluding again. Therefore, over
decades of research, I have come to the conclusion that this transnational mnemonic community—to which, I think, also Pablo’s actions belong—may be
addressed as Amerindian (Ouweneel, Resilient Memories), precisely because
they share this joint history of colonization and internal colonization.1
Mnemonic communities share common memories, a common past, a common heritage. They are classified as “mnemonic” because the identities are triggered by encounters with mnemonic aids in the world, like specific artifacts,
types of behavior, cultural expressions, and the recognition of being with other
members of a mnemonic community. The concept of mnemonic communities
brings together the individual and the collective, the cognitive and the group,
in identity and community-building. The doings of the Amerindian mnemonic
community should be understood as being confined to cognitive schemas and
especially scripts and simulations. For example, to empower his mnemonic
community, Pablo sets out with Quetzal to reconstruct his nepantla memory
and through his presence in this comic he reconstructs that of his mnemonic
community—his and his community’s nepantla cognitive schemas.
Purgatory

Pablo’s descent into the Underworld is neither limited to pre-Hispanic stories,
nor to fiction. Over two decades ago, I read a file stored in the Archivo de Indias
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in Sevila about a person who—in 1761—descended into what he called purgatorio (Ouweneel, Flight of the Shepherd). Later I learned that Amerindians
in Central Mexico believed in the 1970s, at least, that their souls would always
go to Purgatory and that because of their cyclical thinking that would only be
temporary—eventually, their Purgatory would turn into an “Upperworld” of the
Glory or Heaven on Earth (Iwańska). Also several churches built and illustrated
by indios—as the Amerindian colonized were classified under Spanish rule—all
over Central and South Mexico and Guatemala contain murals in two layers:
below the Purgatory (sometimes painted in an almost Maya-like style as in the
sixteenth-century church of Ixmiquilpan), and above the Saints the Spaniards
preferred, seen as in Heaven. In a way, I believe the indios regarded the república
de indios of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries—and to which their municipalities (pueblos de indios) belonged—as purgatorial; and therefore as the antechamber to await the turnover from social inferior to social dominant (see the
documentation discussed in Ouweneel, Flight of the Shepherd). This must be
the link between how to perform in daily life and the grand cosmic scheme of
Creation and the Afterlife that delivers the simulation scripts.
As said, the Outsmarting Cognitive Schema figures among the important
Amerindian cognitive schemas. Amerindian storytelling is full of meetings with
Lords and other characters in the Underworld—Down Below—to build simulations in the minds of their audience. From this perspective, Pablo’s descent into
the Underworld is no exception. The Underworld Down Below versus the World
Up Above is set within a cyclical time frame of large cycles in which different
groups dominate or are in some way subordinate. This is the Amerindian Time
Schema. The consequence of the cyclical view is that the Down Below will one
moment turn again into the Up Above and later on, perhaps, vice versa. Because
in Pablo’s Inferno the protagonist and Quetzal are navigating “a mystical Mexican
landscape in order to restore Azteca presence and influence in the modern
world” (Santos 2), Montijo’s sequential art story is an instrument in creating a
simulation script of how to bring the Down Below of the Chicano/a nepantla
to some kind of Up Above. Furthermore, the Amerindian Time Schema suggests that the Down Below and the Up Above belong to one cosmic unit that
impedes the idea of a Christian-typed Hell detached from the life of the living;
and “Purgatory” seems to be the proper metaphor for this cosmic unit. Pablo’s
Inferno is about Purgatory, not Hell. First, at the end of his story, in Book Five
entitled “Soul Harvest,” Pablo liberates the tormented souls and paves the way
to find their “final destination”—in the direction of the Light (#5, 46–47). In the
final panel (#5, 52–53), Pablo himself, carried by Quetzal, follows them.
Leaving Hell for Heaven is impossible in Christian teaching. In Amerindian
belief it was not. From the wide variety of research into this topic Mary E. Miller
and Karl Taube conclude:
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But unlike hell in the Christian world, the Mesoamerican Underworld was not the
preserve of sinners, but rather the destination of all those who escaped violent death,
for it was only these latter who went directly to one of the heavens. In their preaching
[to the Nahuas], the Spanish friars generally translated the word for the Christian hell
as Mictlan, but threats of an eternity in Mictlan had little effect, since the audience
already knew that all souls, whether rich or poor, good or evil, must go there. (Miller
and Taube 177)

Nevertheless, it was no pleasant stay in Mictlan. For the Nahuas (Aztec) it was
what Xibalbá was for the Maya: a Place of Fright (in K’iche’) where the souls
had to overthrow the forces of death if they wanted to have a pleasant afterlife
in the heavens.
Xibalbá

A group of Mexican comic artists adapted the creation story of the K’iche’ Maya
of Santo Tomás Chichicastenango (Chuilá), the Popol Wuj—The Book of the
People (Christenson 64; van Akkeren). Reading studies on the Popol Wuj, talking
with archaeologists, anthropologists, and Maya shamans, Manuel de Santiago
Bouchez, Edgar Álvarez Estrada (both script writers), and José Luis Manzour
(artist) found a way through the stories recorded in the mid-sixteenth-century
story, transcribed by the Dominican Fray Francisco Ximénez in 1701–1702, and
published several times in different languages in our own times. The narrative
is a creation story about the beginning of time, set on the moment the Sun and
the Moon appear at the heavens to give light to the world. To be able to do this,
the Sun and the Moon had to wander the dark earth as hero twins and eventually descend into the Underworld Xibalba to defeat the Lords of Xibalba.
What would be the desired simulation script here? Although the Popol
Wuj also tells a history of the K’iche’ empire and its defeat during the Spanish
Invasion, Santiago Bouchez, Álvarez Estrada, and Manzour limit themselves to
a six-volume series Popol Vuh.2 In the classic Popol Wuj, Xibalbá is the place
where the dead reside but also where life could be regenerated (Carrasco 140–
41), if only the Lords of Death could be defeated. This was precisely what these
“hero twins,” Hunahpu and Ixbalanqué, set out to do. The Classic Maya name
for Hunahpu was One-Ahaw or One-Lord; for Ixbalanqué it was Yax-Balam
or Snakejaguar (Freidel et al. 108). These were calendar dates, the first and the
last, as a kind of α and ω (alpha and omega). A major event in their struggle
was to win a ball game. Note that the ball court is to be understood as the
entrance to the Underworld—as if losing a game would mean to be transferred
Down Below. In all, after having turned their world from Down Below into Up
Above by creating time, creating a new cycle, the reader realizes—encodes a
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simulation script—that the proper way to do this is by being an able player and
a cunning trickster at the same time.
Although I am aware of the problems with adaptations—in this case from
a “classic” into a comic (see, for example, Perret; Beineke; or, Mitaine)—for a
discussion of simulations this is not relevant. As an adaptation, the Popol Vuh
comic should be seen as a stand-alone project. The Fundación Rafael Dondé
in Mexico City distributed the series freely among at least one million children; and later digitally to an unknown number of online readers. The reader
follows the adventures of the “cosmic” twins Junajpú and Ishbalanke, first in
the “Upperworld”—the world “above” the Underworld (not necessarily “the
respectable law-abiding part of society” as Merriam-Webster calls it)—where
they had to eradicate three giants. Next, they descended into the Underworld,
where they faced more ordeals. At the end of the episode, a rabbit told them the
story of their father and uncle, another twin couple: Junjún and Junvucub, the
two best players of pok-ta-pok, the Mesoamerican ball game. They were their
ancestors. Back in time, playing ball the elderly twins Junjún and Junvucub had
made so much noise that the Lords of Xibalbá wanted to punish them. They
ordered them to come to Xibalbá. The twins had realized that if they would not
accept the invitation, the Lords would bring disasters to the Upperworld. In
good spirits, they left (see fig. 6.1).
Entering Xibalbá, the Lords lured the elderly twins into one trap after another.
Don’t be too naïve upon entering the Underworld! Never underestimate your
opponents. Junjún and Junvucub did. Soon they realized that they would not
be able to leave Xibalbá—and eventually died. However, in order to save their
spirits and look for continuity of their existence, they had revived an old tree.
One of its fruits contained the head and power of Junjún. When the girl Ishkík
approached, the head spew in her hands, impregnating her with Junajpú and
Ishbalanke as reincarnations of Junjún and Junvucub. The twins had outsmarted
the Lords of Xibalbá after all. A newborn life in the House of Death! To avoid
this shameful event, Ishkík was sent to the home of Junjún and Junvucub in the
Upperworld to give birth. Now the modern reader would realize that for girls,
the comic—and the original story—carries a strange message: although Ishkík is
happy and cooperates fully, Junjún’s impregnation of the girl was beyond her free
will of course. She thought she could eat the head as a fruit. As a true trickster,
Junjún had deceived her. His spitting looks like rape. Women have a secondary
role in the Popol Vuh, also in this contemporary version. Nevertheless, although
the Upperworld battles of Junajpú and Ishbalanke and the ball game by Junjún
and Junvucub had been demonstrations of skills and force, beating the Lords
of Xibalbá demanded outsmarting, chicanery, and very clever thinking indeed.
For the newborn twins Junajpú and Ishbalanke the Upper- and Underworlds
were male playgrounds to demonstrate their power and above all, their smartness. Strangely enough, it was also allowed to deceive disloyal family members
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Figure 6.1. Junjún and Junvucub on their way to Xibalba. Source: de Santiago Bochez, Álvarez
Estrada et al. Popol Vuh. #3 (2012).

as, for example, the jealous half-brothers Batz and Chuen, who wanted to chase
the twins away from the homes. Junajpú and Ishbalanke transformed them
into monkeys and told their family at home that it had been their own fault.
Eventually, the twins became very good players of pok-ta-pok and were also
invited to play in Xibalbá. Finally, they outsmarted the Lords and defeated them
in a few ball games—although they opted for a draw during the first of the
games in order to be able to find out about the fate of Junjún and Junvucub
(see fig. 6.2). Eventually, after many games and fighting, and a final pok-ta-pok
game, the Lords were imprisoned in some sort of pit and the twins condemned
them to eat garbage for all eternity. Next, the inhabitants of Xibalbá were liberated, both from the yoke of some violent dictatorship but also from darkness
in general, because—after bringing Junjún and Junvucub back to life—Junajpú
and Ishbalanke entered the Heavens as the Sun and the Moon and Time began,
“giving the Maya an experience of regeneration” (Carrasco 145).
As in Pablo’s Inferno, Xibalbá was a world ruled by Lords of Darkness who
had been capable of coercing an entire population of the dead. The situation
required a kind of superheroes, the hero twins as community or people’s representatives, to free this incarcerated population and bring prosperity (Light)
on Earth. A new cycle could begin. In addition, this new cycle was “germinated” by the ancestors (Junjún and Junvucub), evidence of the enduring
influence of the ancestors and the Underworld in general on daily life in the
Upperworld. Under- and Upperworlds were now united by the cycles of the
Sun and the Moon: when the Sun illuminated the Upperworld, the Moon did
so Down Below, and vice versa. The ancestors reside in the Underworld also
to “achieve control over its moist forces for the benefit of the living” (Read
and González 260; also, Miller and Taube 177–78). In short, the Popol Vuh
creates simulations of developing good skills—Be Good in What You Do—
and a spirited resistance based on cleverness and a practice of outsmarting;
and, when necessary, the end justified the means.
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Figure 6.2. Junajpú and Ishbalanke defeat the Lords of Xibalbá during a pok-ta-pok game—but
they have more plans. Source: de Santiago Bochez, Álvarez Estrada, et al. Popol Vuh. #5 (2012).

Andean

It is not difficult to recognize many elements of the previous story in the one
recorded by Peruvian writer José María Arguedas in 1965,3 recently adapted by
the Peruvian illustrator and cartoonist César Aguilar Peña. Different from the
transcendental and mythical creation narrative of the Popol Wuj, Aguilar Peña
takes the Outsmarting Schema closer to home. He is a bilingual artist (Spanish-Quechua), living in Cusco. In a local television interview, he said that the
Andeans today seem to have the wind in their sails: “We have taken Lima, and
soon we’ll take over the State.” He said it with a smile. He added that his work
is “painted in Quechua [ . . . by . . . ] an Andean mind” (Telecultura Ayaviri). He
referred to a “deep” culture, to what was called profundo in Peru and Mexico; a
cultural memory that goes back centuries and which still actively triggers life
today in shared and contested cognitive schemas, constantly being reproduced
and renegotiated. Retelling Arguedas’s tale Aguilar Peña pictured a humble man
of small, frail stature, who was one of the hacienda servants in the Paucartambo area in Cusco. The humble man had to perform the obligation of pongo
or household service in the hacienda house—the casco or casa-hacienda. He did
so silently and loyal, although the hacendado, a devilish character, humiliated
him regularly in front of all the other workers, especially at dusk around the
daily religious service. We may regard the hacienda as the pongo’s Underworld;
he is clearly in a Down Below position vis-à-vis the hacendado (see fig. 6.3, left).
However, one afternoon the pongo unexpectedly asked permission to speak.
He told the hacendado that he had dreamed that the two of them had died.
They had been standing naked before Saint Francis, next to each other. The
saint had observed them closely and intensively. It was clear that the saint knew
that the hacendado had been rich and powerful. Next, one angel entered with
a golden cup filled with the most delicate and translucent honey and another
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Figure 6.3. The pongo and the hacendado: on the hacienda (left) and in Heaven (right). Source:
Aguilar Peña, El sueño del pongo.

one covered the hacendado with it. “In the splendor of the heavens,” the pongo
told the hacendado, “your body shone as if made of transparent gold.” Now, the
most ordinary angel brought a gasoline can filled with human excrement and
another humble, old angel covered the pongo with it. “In the midst of the heavenly light,” the pongo continued, “I stank and was filled with shame.” “Just as it
should be!” crowed the master. For a very long time, Saint Francis looked at the
two men before him and finally said, “Now, lick each other’s bodies slowly, for
all eternity.” And an angel was entrusted to make sure that the saint’s will was
carried out, forever and ever (see fig. 6.3, right).
The Andeans have adopted and assimilated—amerindianized, I would say—
into their cognitive schemas many symbols and customs from other cultures
around the world—“Sin perder su esencia” (“Without losing its essence”),
Aguilar Peña said. This included, for example, Catholic rituals and symbols; in
fact, Christianity in the Amerindian world should therefore be labeled Colonial
Catholicism and not Roman. However, the new scenery still was the battleground between Lords of Death—and the hacendado certainly was one—and
smart mortals who fought to regain their life back; and perhaps in better circumstances than before. Although Aguilar Peña portrays a hacendado from
European descent, confirming the colonial cognitive schema of the European
sweater, reading his Arguedas adaptation the reader still encodes scripts on how
to outsmart much powerful opponents; as in the Popol Vuh comic.
Another amerindianization can be recognized in the last version of
Supercholo. In this Marvel-inspired tale, the protagonist acted again as the
Amerindian hero to redeem the inhabitants of Other Worlds. (There were earlier versions: see Ouweneel, Resilient Memories 14–15; for more background
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about the recent version 15n50.) Supercholo did so in the company of a kind
of twin brother as well: Juanito Pumasoncco, also known as Capitán Intrépido
or Captain Fearless. Although Supercholo had begun his life as another version of the pongo in 1957, the writer Francisco Miro Quesada Cantuarias
a.k.a. Diodoros Kronos, his creator, and Carlos Castellanos Casanova, the new
illustrator, transformed Supercholo into a smart, powerful, and self-confident
Andean warrior (fifty-one pages, one page a week, in El Dominical between
October 1995 and November 1998, see Castellanos Casanova, “Reencuentro/
Regreso”; also: Ledgard, De Supercholo a Teodosio). The Peruvian readers could
be proud of them, and their “race.” The world of Supercholo had become a multicultural Peru, with a prominent role for the Andean hero.
Playing the quena (an Andean flute), Supercholo has been traveling with llamas, vicuñas, a puma, and a condor through the highlands, until the inhabitants
of the multicultural alien planet Geos requested him and his friend Captain
Fearless to help them out. The two Supercholo heroes were fighting an appalling dictator called Deinos, the ruler of the planet Megas. Of course, Supercholo
and Captain Fearless triumph in the end. Geos and the entire universe are
saved. The fate of Geos, and our own planet Earth of course, had been in their
capable and valiant hands. Courage, cleverness, and wisdom had been their
major assets. This, again, the reader encodes as simulation scripts. The rewards
could be great. In Cosmopolis, the capital city of Geos, a multicultural and welldeveloped Western type of city, Supercholo is given a hero’s reception (see fig.
6.4). Interestingly, the entrance to Outer Space and the cosmic road to Geos is
through a cave—as in any Underworld—and the people of Geos are oppressed
the same way as the people of Xibalbá and in Pablo’s Inferno. And next to
strength, outsmarting was Supercholo’s and Captain Fearless’s major asset in
defeating Deinos, this Lord of Death of Outer Space.
As Aguilar Peña said, an Andean spirit is taking over Lima. Superheroes
in the more classical (Marvel) style begin to combat evil. A good example is
Turbochaski, The Messenger of Peace, developed and made by Ricardo Walter
Rodríguez a decade ago. A pilot version of the comic won an honorable mention at the Second Peruvian Superhero Contest, organized by the daily Peru.21
in Lima. Rodríguez’s protagonist Pedro Paucar is an Andean immigrant—born
in Cusco—who had received an ancient golden Inca amulet from the shaman
Apu-Machu. The piece provided him with extraordinary powers (see fig. 6.5).
However, he is not alone in Lima. For a few years the villains are punished violently by La Chola Power. This female superhero is created by Martín Espinoza
Díaz, who won the Peru.21 contest of 2008. Like Pedro Paucar, Elisa La Chola
Power is a migrant from the Andes, born in the poor region of Andahuaylas. At
this moment, I have seen five booklets and about eight adventures published
separately in the series Seminario de MedComics, all in the late 2000s and early
2010s. In Peru, she defends the Peruvian state against superhero villains. One
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Figure 6.4. Supercholo and Captain Fearless return victoriously to their friends in Cosmopolis.
Source: Castellanos Casanova, “Return of Supercholo.”

day, coincidentally working as a stewardess on a flight to Cusco, she even saves
the presidential couple, flying in the plane as passengers, from being killed by
one of these super villains (see fig. 6.6). In the third booklet, La Chola Power
3: Demonio en la tierra, we learn about her history as the daughter of the Sun;
which was also revealed, by the way, in a more modest way, in the first issue (La
Chola Power 1: Horror en Cusco, 13).
In Roman Catholic eyes, the Lord of the Underworld was the Devil. In Colonial
Catholic terms, the Devil was the Lord of the Underworld, and that is not the
same thing. Because in the Amerindian cognitive schema of the afterlife, the
Underworld was much more a kind of Purgatory, the Amerindian Underworld/
Upperworld Schema mapped the eternal danger of the Lord(s) of the Underworld
or the Devil of Purgatory. For sure, the Lord(s) of the Underworld, the Devil,
could be outsmarted, tricked, and defeated—which also finally occurs, by the way,
in the last issue of Pablo’s Inferno. And although there is no single Devil among
the Lords of Xibalbá in the Popol Wuj, Deinos in Supercholo surely is diabolic,
as is the Sun’s enemy in La Chola Power—a demon called Wichama (as stated in
panel 1, fig. 6.7). This could make the circle round here, as we connect La Chola
Power’s adventures with the Popol Wuj. The comic may produce the same simulation script of dealing on Earth with the cosmic powers of evil: the performance
has the blessing of the Inca Sun. However, La Chola Power and Turbochaski differ on one point deeply from the Maya hero twins or Supercholo: they only fistfight—as if there is no need for outsmarting the opponent.
Devil

This brings me to another Andean comic, compiled by writer Jorge Siles and
artist Óscar Zalles, both from Bolivia, entitled Supay or Devil (2015). The book is
a collection of four connected “graphic short stories” staged in different periods
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Figure 6.5. Pedro Paucar receives an Inca medallion from Apu-Machu (above) and transforms into
Turbochaski. Source: Rodríguez, Turbochaski.

and different places. The connection is the presence of the Devil, the Lord in the
Earth, who cannot be defeated. The book was published in August 2015, which
is for the Bolivian Amerindians the month the Earth opens her mouth—the
Earth is female, Pachamama—to be fed in order to recuperate the fertility of
her soil. This “food” she consumes can include human flesh (blood). For the
rulers and “victors” Up Above versus Down Below means “to feed and be fed,”
as historian Susan Ramírez once explained the crux of pre-Hispanic—and postConquest—Andean culture (To Feed and Be Fed). In Supay, the Devil outsmarts
the humans. Or better, he lures them into his traps. In the first story, “5UP4Y,”
the Devil inhabits a magical portal between a crater on the Moon and a dangerous curve in one of Bolivia’s treacherous provincial roads. Two moon voyagers
in a distant future fall in that trap. One of them, called Reyes, recognizes road
tombs, erected for traffic victims, with their name written on it in Quechua.
They also fall victim to the Devil, who resides in this portal as the well-known
Tío or Uncle in the Cerro Rico, Potosí’s Silver Mountain. In “Agua negra,” the
Devil has taken possession of a prizefighter who fails to comply his duties—
who cannot “feed” in order that his world be “fed”—and unwillingly causes the
2002 mudflow in La Paz. In “Todos Santos” a partygoer enters a bar and has sex
with the Devil—and disappears from the Earth. All victims here can be seen as
a kind of losers. They are either unknowing of the Devil’s presence, or are not
capable of outsmarting him on time.
In the last story, “El asombroso Niño Sikimira,” the protagonist cannot
succeed either. He is a Roman Catholic exorcist who arrives in the Bolivian
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Figure 6.7. Attacker comes running toward the priests in “El asombroso Niño de Sikimura.” Source:
Siles, Jorge, and Óscar Zalles. Supay (47) (panels 3 and 4).

altiplano town of K’uchu Muela, near Punata in the Cochabamba region, during
the times of Spanish rule, to save a girl from the Devil. He is informed by the
local priest and is at the spot when a demon—as it later appears to be—attacks
one of the priests (figs. 6.7 and 6.8). The priests bring the exorcist to the spot of
a ruined church and open the trapdoor to the crypt where the possessed girl is
housed. The exorcist is unexpectedly unable to do his job, basically because the
girl is the Devil in flesh—and not just in spirit. The exorcist tries to escape, but
his colleagues have blocked the trapdoor with stones. The Devil explains to the
exorcist that he should not blame him but his colleagues; this was a typical case
of “with malice aforethought,” he says. The exorcist is “fed” to the Devil, in order,
perhaps, to secure peace and fertility to the Upperworld. Interestingly, this story
is set to explain the popularity of the Christ Child of Sik’imira, not far from
K’uchu Muela (Morom). Many towns in Latin America have their own shrines
of miraculous appearances of Christ or the Virgin. This one, retold in the short
story as well, is about a Christ Child, whose small image is kept in the church
of K’uchu Muela. Due to his experience in the crypt, the exorcist’s conclusion
is that the Christ Child must be the Devil himself, and in the last pages we read
that the local priest seems to be aware of this.
We can now recapitulate the basics of the Amerindian Outsmarting Schema,
a major cognitive schema of their cultural memory. When Sunset really is
Dawn, someone has outsmarted the Devil and that person will be a hero, perhaps part of a couple of hero twins. In many cases, the hero is good in fistfighting but even better in setting traps for the Devil. This Devil does not reign in
Hell but in Purgatory; people can be liberated from Purgatory and either return
on Earth—from Down Below to Up Above—or travel directly to the Heavens.
Despite the many similarities to Christian teachings, this is an Amerindian
worldview, which includes a series of Amerindianized recreations. Both worlds,
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Figure 6.8. Person who attacked priest appears to be a demon in “El asombroso Niño de
Sikimura.” Source: Siles, Jorge, and Óscar Zalles. Supay (50) (panels 5 and 7).

Under (Down Below) and Upper (Up Above), are made one by cyclical advancing time; from chaos to order and back again in the Upperworld, or in larger
cycles when Sunset needs to become Dawn again.
The schema is built with visions on Upperworld(s) and Underworld(s), cyclical time, Lords and Heroes. It also contains cognitive scripts on what to do in
certain cases; and what not. This has been told over and over again, generation
after generation by people who have been ethnotyped in the past as indios and
today as indígenas, cholos, or mestizos—among several others. In our new media
times, we find the continuous regeneration of the schema and its scripts encoded
in simulations in short stories, novels, comics, short fiction films, feature films,
documentaries, and even video games. The protagonists are doing what the readers and film viewers decode as part of their schemas, and subsequently encode
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again in an adapted version (also about lessons to be learned: Peterson and Park
15). This explains why Pablo, the pongo, Supercholo, Turbochaski, and La Chola
Power do the things they do; and why Supay’s protagonists fail. By keeping the
Amerindian cognitive schema’s alive, comics like Pablo’s Inferno, Supercholo, La
Chola Power, Turbochaski, and Supay are key mediators of Amerindian memory.
Notes
I would like to thank my colleague Christien Klaufus for a reading of a first draft. The text
is much better thanks to her constructive criticism. Also I would like to thank my talented
Bolivian student Tania Montes Eguino, who bought Supay for me in La Paz.
1. In fact, based on its wider transnational genealogy, I believe the cholos and mestizos are
in the majority; although in many cases some anthropologists may speak of indígenas where
others ethnotype them as mestizos or cholos, or even as Indigenous mestizos; De la Cadena,
Indigenous Mestizos.
2. The comic was commissioned by the Fundación Rafael Dondé to be distributed free of
charge among at least one million children. Also videos were produced by Mawizoa Multimedia
and Planeta Anawak TV in Mexico in cooperation with HM Studios (José Luis Manzour). The
project was directed and researched by Manuel de Santiago Bochez and Frank Díaz, and produced
by de Santiago Bochez and Edgar Álvarez Estrada (script) and José Luis Manzour (artist). Interestingly, Xibalbá is also the topic of one of the few novels written by a Maya writer, Time Commences
in Xibalbá by Luis de Lión (2012), the English translation of Tiempo principia en Xibalbá (1984).
3. Original story based on Arguedas, Sueño del pongo, and “Pongoq mosqoynin.” After the
first publication in 1965, the story was reprinted in Chile in 1969; and in Arguedas’s Obras
Completas in 1983. Several editions followed, including the well-known translated version published in The Peru Reader by Orin Starn, Carlos Iván Degregori, and Robin Kirk in 1995 and
2005; English quotes are from the 2005 version. See: Arguedas, “Pongo’s,” 273.
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